
trategy 2020 is DND’s strategic framework
document for defence planning and decision
making. It reiterates Canada’s need for com-
bat-capable maritime, land and air forces able

to fulfil a broad range of missions and tasks.
The document states that Defence must keep pace with
new military concepts, doctrine and technological
change. The strategy is “to position the force structure
of the CF to provide Canada with modern, task-tailored,
and globally deployable combat-capable forces that can
respond quickly to crises at home and abroad, in joint or
combined operations”.1 The resultant force structure
must be viable, achievable and affordable. 

The recent Concept Development and
Experimentation (CDE) and Modeling and Simulation
(M&S) Symposium2 has highlighted M&S 3 as a key
part of the way forward for the Department to imple-
ment the strategy. Within Defence R&D Canada
(DRDC, under the ADM Science & Technology), the
Director of Science & Technology Air recently commis-
sioned a study to recommend an R&D program in M&S
that was suited to the needs of the Air Force. Improving
the M&S toolset for future use in air force capability

modernization was at the root of the study. This article
summarizes its findings. 

Simultaneously, the Director Aerospace
Requirements (DAR) initiated a broad-based study of
M&S requirements for the Air Force.4 Both studies iden-
tified that, to date, the use of M&S technology in
addressing air force problems has focused primarily on
its application to war gaming in operational research
(OR) and the use of motion-based simulators for train-
ing. Little coordinated emphasis has been placed on its
employment in other areas of relevance such as simula-
tion supporting acquisition, simulation supporting force
development, and simulation supporting tactics and doc-
trine development.

Canada’s principal military allies have incorporated
M&S in all of their life-cycle acquisition programs and
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are ahead in exploiting the application of modern simu-
lation technology.

A balanced approach to using M&S in the Canadian
context would be for DND to make greater use of it in:

● Concept formulation;
● Requirements capture;
● New equipment and subsystem specification;
● Test and Evaluation (T&E);
● Training;
● Mission rehearsal; and
● Platform and weapon system upgrading.

The cost-benefit analyses extracted from the pub-
lished literature in these areas suggest that significant
savings may be achieved through the structured employ-
ment of modern M&S practices and procedures. Some
examples of cost and time savings realized by Canada’s
allies are shown below.

NEW CONCEPTS IN SIMULATION

Although M&S has been used for many years by sci-
entists, engineers and analysts to address technical

military issues, there are now new developments avail-
able in this technology that will significantly enhance
the Air Force process for capability modernization.
Recent advances in computer power, distributed interac-
tive networking and real-time computer-generated
imagery (visuals) employed in synthetic environments5

will alter the way officers, managers and engineers go
about their business in force development, acquisition,
and training for the delivery of air power. Modern sim-
ulation is based primarily on the merging of these three
important technologies.

Synthetic environments employing both live and
computer-generated personnel in a networked environ-
ment are increasingly being used by the Allies for
training in teamwork, tactics and mission rehearsal,
and in the development and procurement of military
equipment. Synthetic environments now provide a vir-
tual world or ‘battlespace’ in which weapons, aircraft,
people, etc., can be represented with remarkable real-
ism. Automated computer-generated forces capable of
rudimentary decision making are available at the indi-
vidual and platform level, which provide various func-
tions up to the command level. Three-dimensional
computer graphics employing good representations of
platforms, weapons, terrain, buildings, people, weather
phenomena, etc. enable user immersion and aid in
interacting with the synthetic environment. A new sim-
ulation architecture — the High Level Architecture
(HLA) — provides a distributed interactive framework
for bringing users, near and far, together through com-
puter networking in a shared, synthetic workspace.
Mathematical models and simulations in research and
test laboratories, simulators and real equipment in
industry, planners in defence departments, and opera-
tors with real equipment in the field now conceivably
could all be linked together within an integrated
process for diagnosing the behaviour of complex
weapon systems and Human-Systems Integration
(HSI). While some of these changes are easier said

than accomplished, this all adds up to a picture of
improved M&S-based processes for capability modern-
ization that are cheaper, faster, better and more inter-
active than the old traditional methods.6

FACTORS SUPPORTING THE USE OF M&S

Based on the experience of our allies, there are sever-
al factors that support the use of M&S for the capa-

bility modernization of air power.7 Amongst these are:

● the cost-saving factor (once initial set-up costs,
including those for infrastructure, have been
incurred) on whole-system developments;

● enabling rapid prototyping, concurrent engineering
practices, and the collection of critical data of
alternate designs in systems upgrades and mid-life
extensions through computer-aided-design prac-
tices and technology demonstrations without
resorting to expensive physical mock-ups and
time-consuming prototype-equipment develop-
ments;

● enabling leverage of many diverse local, national
and international resources through computer net-
working in real time by teams of scientists, engi-
neers, operational researchers and human-factors
experts, working together from common tools, data-
bases and methodologies at workstations in differ-
ent or the same locations;

● enabling military operators to interact and be
involved in decision making as part of the ‘team’ at
all stages in the life-cycle process;

● reducing adverse impacts on the environment and
overcoming environmental restrictions;

● reducing loss of aircrew lives and aircraft in test
programs and mission rehearsals, and saving on
munitions firings; and

● the potential for product-technology exploitation in
niche areas in support of revenue-generation goals.

Canadian efforts in capability modernization for the
delivery of air power are driven by off-the-shelf pur-
chases and systems upgrades rather than by whole-sys-
tem developments. Although not representative of
Canadian capabilities or directions, nevertheless, it is
instructive to cite some examples of US8 and British9

improvements (or projected improvements) in industrial
productivity in employing simulation to large systems
acquisitions. These are:

● projected cost saving of 3 percent of life-cycle costs
in the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program, which
could translate into a $US 5 billion saving;

● reduction in automotive concept-to-production time
from 5 to 3 years by General Motors, Ford and
Chrysler;

● reduction in submarine development time from 14
to 7 years by Electric Boat;

● fewer than 5 years from drawing board to flight for
production of Boeing 777 commercial-jet aircraft
(reliability rating: 98 percent);

● re-use of virtual reality concepts developed for Boeing
777 to correct potential design flaws in JSF technolo-
gy demonstrator (thereby softening the large up-front
hardware and software costs required of design and
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development in simulation-based acquisition);
● productivity improvements — working drawings

for the RAH-66 (Comanche) scout helicopter,
which took one engineer a period of one  month to
complete using M&S tools, versus drawings for
the CH-53E (Super Stallion) helicopter, which
took 36 Sikorski draftsmen six months using stan-
dard methods;

● computer-aided-design utilization by Northrup
resulted in first-time, error-free, physical mockup
of the B-2 bomber;

● evaluation through simulation of structural damage
to the F-22 (Raptor) air-superiority fighter from
proximal explosions;

● evaluation through modeling of unexpected airflow
patterns on the C-17 military transport aircraft; and

● use of technology demonstrators by the British
aerospace industry to examine weapons-systems
and human-machine-interface issues.

The United States Department of Defense (DoD)
considers modeling and simulation to be an enabling
technology, and one of the few ways available for
developing new capabilities and reducing costs in the
life-cycle acquisition process. The DoD is intent on
reducing pre-production program costs, which it
believes accounts for 90 percent of the total life-cycle
costs. It is also committed to cutting system delivery
time by 50 percent. Program managers are required to
apply simulation throughout the system life cycle, and
integrate it across acquisition phases, programs and
functional disciplines.10

R&D OPPORTUNITIES IN M&S FOR
CAPABILITY MODERNIZATION OF THE
AIR FORCE 

The authors recently completed a study recommend-
ing topics that a research and development (R&D)

program in M&S that Defence R&D Canada could pur-
sue to aid the long-term objectives of capability mod-
ernization.11 The next section highlights some of the
recommendations. It must be noted that these recom-
mendations represent the views of the authors and their
collaborators, and do not reflect S&T policy at this time.
While the study was sponsored by the Air R&D client
group, the authors believe that many of the recommen-
dations are applicable to other components.

That study commenced with the compilation of a
list of models and simulations having air-systems
applications that were developed over the years in
research laboratories (particularly the Defence
Research Establishments [DREs] in DND) and other
organizations, including industry. Over 300 ‘legacy’
models and simulations were identified (and their
repositories cited) that, potentially, could be recast
through new software concepts12 for reuse in synthetic
environments by way of distributed interactive net-
working. These legacy items primarily represent
physics-based models, human-issue models and sys-
tems-performance models; a few are tactical-effective-
ness models (few-on-few engagements), and at least
one is an operational-capability model.13 These models
and simulations could be used in a variety of tactical-
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Pilot Temperature BODYTEMP DSTHP
Voice HHS DCIEM
High-G CCRALSE DCIEM

Cockpit Layout ACD DCIEM & BAE Systems
Task Analysis IPME SOLE DCIEM
Equipment modification INTERGRAPH ENG QETE

Airframe Aerodynamics NPARC, ICM NRC/IAR
Flight Dynamics FLIPARE NRC/IAR
Structural Loading NASTRAN NRC/IAR
Fatigue FRACTURE NRC/IAR
Fatigue Life CF-18 SLAM DASOR

Weapons Flight DREV6DOF DREV
Terminal Effects DYNA DRES
Guidance & Control MATLAB(MISSILE) DREV
Stores Clearance FJ3SOLV NRC

Sensors IR FLIR92 DREV
Radar SAFIRE DREO
Imagers HSIM DREV

Communications Speech STIDAS DCIEM
Environment Scenarios ITEMS or STAGE CAE, VPI Inc
Test & Evaluation Subsystem/Component ACD DCIEM & BAE Systems
Training Radar Procedures SAFIRE DREO

Mission Rehearsal ACD DCIEM & BAE Systems
Survivability Structural Damage SLAMS DREV

NBC ALOHA/CAMEO DRES
RF ECM JESSAM CFEWC
Flares/Chaff TRACOMPS CFEWC
Threat Missiles SEMAC DREV
Missile Approach MAWS DREV

Engagement Few-on-few CF-18 ACE DASOR
Air Defence PCFIB, PCBIF DGOR

Cost Material Management LCSAT,  PFC DBCM

Domain of Subdomain Simulation Name Source
Application

Table 1: Examples of Models and Simulations (see Note, page 42)



engagement and mission-analysis settings; as decision
aids for testing, evaluating and assembling subsystems
and injecting new technologies in upgrading aircraft

such as the Aurora patrol aircraft; and in addressing
human-factors issues in cockpit integration for simu-
lation-based acquisition. Additional examples of
application could be cited. DRDC is able to contribute
in two broad ways: first, by developing new tech-
niques and tools for improving the ability to simulate
a problem, and, second, by applying or adapting exist-
ing (legacy) simulation capabilities to specific air-
force problems.

Specific M&S-related R&D that DRDC might pur-
sue (and, in some cases, is undertaking) would include:

● recasting current repositories of legacy models
and simulations so that they are HLA compatible
for reuse and sharing with national and interna-
tional partners (object-oriented approaches are
recommended – see Note 12);

● continuing R&D efforts in developing physics-
and systems-level models of emerging technolo-
gies (i.e., validated models and associated data of
sensors, weapons, countermeasures, material
properties, etc.);

● addressing HSI issues including simulator-sick-
ness reduction, simulator-training effectiveness,
the effective presentation of information (e.g., in
visual displays and auditory cues), task-network
analysis, and, most importantly, the modeling of
human behaviour in synthetic environments (i.e.,
modeling human reasoning in computer-generat-
ed personnel in constructive simulations [see
Note 3] under conditions of anxiety, fatigue,
workload, sleep deprivation and other stresses);

● combining efforts with industry in building HLA
federations to address issues of latency restrictions,
bandwidth requirements, security needs, etc., and
use these federations for computer-aided exercises
with national and international (e.g., NATO)
endeavours in wide-area distributed simulation;

● experimenting with low-cost simulators, including
the use of virtual-reality concepts, to determine the
degree to which these can replace actual flight
experience or full-mission simulators for individual
and team training; 

● identifying and exploiting those areas where M&S

can reduce the high cost of testing and evaluation
(T&E) (e.g., for aircraft in flight launching virtual
weapons, and in models of aircraft-stores clearance
for replacing test flights), and other activities in
simulation-based acquisition;

● developing a synthetic, Canadian littoral battle-
space for use with aircraft-modernization programs,
to assess the influence of emerging technologies on
tactics and doctrine of shallow-water operations;

● developing a tactical-aviation cockpit and tactical-
engagement environment to assist with CH-146
(Griffon) helicopter upgrades in reconnaissance,
surveillance, target acquisition, and weapon effec-
tiveness (a technology demonstration employing
M&S is in progress);

● developing a cost-effective CF-18 aircraft-cockpit
and tactical-engagement environment supporting
incremental modernization and team training
through distributed simulation (a technology
demonstration is in progress with an international
partner); 

● assisting the Air Staff in applying M&S tools for
HSI, including task-network modeling, during the
early stages of equipment acquisition and upgrades
(an on-going activity);

● conducting long-term-scientific tradeoff studies
employing M&S (with operational research support)
to develop Canadian requirements in unmanned aer-
ial vehicles;

● creating a weapons-system-effectiveness federation
employing HLA that is applicable to many tactical
situations for weapons selection and countermea-
sures development; and

● assisting in the development of a policy for sup-
porting simulation-based acquisition, and conduct-
ing pilot projects to establish feasibility.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 

For the Air Staff to maximize the benefits of M&S
technologies, a prudent step would be to create

greater staff awareness of the existing tool set and capa-
bilities within DND. In this regard, a familiarization
with the DRDC M&S tool catalogue and other capabili-
ties could be obtained through education and communi-
cation programs offered during staff-officer training. 
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There is a need for greater internal coordination of
M&S efforts within the research establishments and
other agencies. Collaboration between DRDC and oper-
ational-analysis experts would provide greater realism
in conducting battlespace simulations. For example,
incorporating advanced physics- and systems-level
models of equipment, sensors, etc., from DRDC reposi-
tories into algorithms of engagement models could sig-
nificantly enhance the fidelity of the M&S tools used in
some operational research studies.

At another level, there is a need for formalized
DRDC involvement in the use of M&S in acquisition
support for technical analysis of options, assessing con-
tender bids, etc. There is also the requirement for a clos-
er liaison between industry and DRDC to foster leverage
of M&S resources. Given current manpower limitations,
DND must consider eliciting from its industrial base the
provision of M&S support for training, mission rehears-
al and acquisition. Canada is home to some of the
world-leading simulation industries.

The design of new equipment in industry is now
being done using M&S techniques such as the
employment of synthetic environments, engineering
models, computer-aided practices in design and man-
ufacturing, and visualization aids. In the past, DND
received blueprint drawings of new equipment. In the
future, DND could procure, as a deliverable item with
the equipment, the M&S tools and supporting data-
bases that were used to produce the blueprints. To
facilitate software reuse and sharing within an HLA
framework, DND could request that any software that
is developed be written with an emphasis on readabil-
ity, modularity, type-safe practices and self-documen-
tation (i.e., using object-oriented programming lan-
guages). This approach would pave the way for wider
use and re-use of the models and databases in the
operational T&E and R&D communities.

Finally, DRDC might assist the Air Staff by pro-
viding expert advice in the use of M&S, coordinating
M&S activities that provide the greatest benefits, and
fostering productive defence partnerships in M&S with
industry, academia and international organizations.

CONCLUSIONS

The experience of DND’s major military allies has
demonstrated the importance of modern methods of

M&S employing synthetic environments and distributed
simulation for addressing technical issues in force
development, equipment acquisition and training. That
experience has shown that M&S, when combined with
teams working interactively, provides for a method that
is much cheaper, faster and better than the traditional
way of addressing these issues. This paper provides
insights into areas where DRDC is able to provide the
Air Staff with R&D help in applying M&S for capabili-
ty modernization of its air operations.

Postscript  

Realizing the importance of a coherent M&S plan
for the Air Force, the Director General Air Force

Development and the Director of Air Requirements
recently formed an M&S section in DAR.  DAR 7’s
mandate includes supporting R&D projects having an
M&S component, serving as a focal point for M&S
issues in the Air Staff and directing an Aerospace
Synthetic Environment (SE) project.  The SE project
will provide much of the infrastructure support to
which this article refers, and will constitute the Air
Staff ’s contribution to the Tactical/Platform (Tier
Three) level of the Concept Development and
Experimentation initiative. On a higher level, new
departmental initiatives such as the CF Joint
Experimentation Centre will have a positive influence
on further developing DND’s M&S capabilities.
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NOTES

1. Shaping the Future of Canadian Defence: A
Strategy for 2020, available at:
www.vcds.dnd.ca/cds/strategy2k/intro_e.asp.
2.  CF Concept Development and Experimentation
(CDE) and Modeling and Simulation (M&S) 
Symposium held April 2000, Ottawa.
3. A model is a physical or a mathematical repre-
sentation of a real-world process. A simulation is
the implementation of that model over time.
Simulations are broadly classed as:  
(1)  Constructive simulations: these involve sim-
ulated people in simulated situations operating
simulated equipment, and are typified by war
games, models and analytical simulations.
(2)  Virtual simulations (also known as ‘simula-
tors’): these involve real people responding to
visual, auditory, tactile and decision-required
stimuli from simulated or real equipment operat-
ing in simulated (synthetic) environments, e.g., a
CF-18 pilot-training simulator.
(3)  Live simulations: these involve real people
using real equipment in representative operational
conditions such as the Maple Flag exercises.
Constructive simulations have the advantage that
they can be run faster than real time, are repeat-
able and controllable, and are relatively low cost.
Virtual simulations have the advantage of versatil-
ity and speed over live simulations when assess-
ing equipment needs and human-behaviour issues.
4. 4500-0 (CAS), Air Force Modeling and
Simulation Concept, Draft Policy Paper, Version

7, DAR 6-6, November 1999.
5. Synthetic environment is used herein in the
context of the definition used by the Ministry of
Defence of The United Kingdom; i.e., it is a syn-
thesized representation of a common world
which permits interaction between players. This
implies that virtual (synthetic) systems may be
integrated locally or distributively with other vir-
tual and/or real-world systems in a shared envi-
ronment against a common time base. See
Richard Weeks and Barry Tomlinson, “Synthetic
Environments - A Tool in Combat Aircraft
Design”, Journal of Defence Science, Vol. 3, No. 3
(July 1998), pp. 300-303. The term ‘synthetic
battlespace’ is sometimes used interchangeably.
6. These concepts are discussed in greater detail
in a series of articles in: Journal of Defence
Science, Vol. 4, No. 4, pp. 349 – 430, 1999.
Regarding High Level Architecture (HLA), it is a
framework supporting distributed (networked)
simulation, interoperability and the reuse of sim-
ulations. Specific rules and a Run Time
Infrastructure (RTI) which enable data exchange
govern HLA. Through the RTI, HLA allows sim-
ulation data to be directed only to those federates
(workstations) having a need to know.
7. Study of the Effectiveness of Modeling and
Simulation in the Weapon System Acquisition
Process, Final Report, October 1996, Science
Applications International Corp.
8. ibid.
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30, No. 9 (2 September 1998), p. 3.
10. Robin L. Frost and David S. Thomen,
“Simulation Based Acquisition: An Ongoing
Look”, Fall 1998 Simulation Interoperability
Workshop Proceedings (Orlando, FL, September
1998). Dr Jacques Gansler, Undersecretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Technology has
fully committed the DoD to simulation-based
acquisition having stated: “We must fully inte-
grate modeling and simulation into the process,
fusing a seamless architecture that welds togeth-
er the entire life cycle of our acquisition pro-
gram; linking concept, design, manufacture, test-
ing and evaluation, maintenance, and repair.”
See Mark D. Schaefer, National Defence, Vol.
83, No. 540 (September 1998), p. 39.
11. J.P. Landolt and J.R. Evans, “Air-systems
capability modernization using modeling and
simulation: a Defence R&D Canada (DRDC)
strategy for the way ahead”, DRDC Technical
Report TR 2000-001, May 2000.
12. It is recommended that software should be
written in an object-oriented programming lan-
guage – an approach based on objects and class-
es that would facilitate software reuse and shar-
ing because of its adaptability to HLA. It would
pave the way for wider use of models in the oper-
ational, T&E and R&D communities.
13. ibid, Table 1.
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